Core Lab

RESERVOIR OPTIMIZATION

Volatile Oil Reservoir Fluid Study
for
BP

OCS-G-32306 Well No. 1 ST00 BP01
18,124 Ft. MD Sample
Mississippi Canyon Block 252
'Macondo'
Offshore, Louisiana
Report No: 36126-19-5010068508

Standard Conditions:
15.025 psia at 60 °F

The opinions, estimates or interpretations in this report are based on observations and analyses supplied by the author to whom, and for whom exclusive and confidential, and the report is made. The interpretations or opinions expressed in this report are the author's and not necessarily those of PENCOR and its officers and employees. The author assumes no responsibility and makes no warranty or representation as to the accuracy of or as to the interpretations or conclusions contained herein. The author reserves the right to change any interpretation or conclusion as to the contents of the report without notice.
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